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SECTION 1: GENERAL ISSUANCE INFORMATION

1.1. APPLICABILITY.

This issuance applies to:

a. OSD, the Military Departments (including the Coast Guard at all times, including when it is a Service in the Department of Homeland Security by agreement with that Department), the Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) and the Joint Staff, the Combatant Commands, the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Defense, the Defense Agencies, the DoD Field Activities, and all other organizational entities within the DoD (referred to collectively in this issuance as the “DoD Components”).

b. All DoD personnel assigned to positions requiring the performance of cyberspace work as identified in DoDI 8140.02, in accordance with the DoD Cyberspace Workforce Framework (DCWF). This includes Service members, DoD civilian employees (including non-appropriated fund employees), personnel who provide contracted services (referred to in this issuance as “contractors”), and foreign nationals.

1.2. POLICY.

The DoD:

a. Directs Service members and DoD civilian employees assigned to a position coded with a DCWF work role code (referred to in this issuance as “cyberspace workforce positions”) to be fully qualified and identified as such in authoritative manpower and personnel systems in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

b. Adheres to the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) General Schedule Qualification Standards and the Federal Wage System Qualifications for the minimum qualification requirements for specific civilian occupation series. The requirements established by this issuance:

   (1) Are explicitly for the purpose of defining minimum requirements to serve in positions that are coded for specific cyberspace work roles.

   (2) Should not be construed to modify, replace, or conflict with the General Schedule Qualifications experience, education, and proficiency requirements established by the OPM (available at https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/classification-qualifications/general-schedule-qualification-standards).

c. Requires contractors to be fully qualified by qualification standards and requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01 and this issuance.
d. Utilizes the DCWF, as detailed in DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance, for standardizing qualification criteria for cyberspace work roles across the DoD.

e. Maintains a total force management perspective when staffing identified and authorized DoD cyberspace workforce positions with qualified DoD civilian employees and Service members, augmented, where appropriate, by contractors in accordance with DoDI 1100.22.

f. Accepts, to the extent appropriate and possible, foundational qualification data from other OSD and DoD Components to maximize reciprocity across the enterprise.

g. Requires cyberspace personnel meet security classification standards and sensitivity levels commensurate with position in accordance with DoDI 5200.02 and DoD Manual 5200.02.

1.3. INFORMATION COLLECTIONS.

The routine coordination referred to in this issuance does not require licensing with a report control symbol in accordance with Paragraph 9 of Volume 1 of DoD Manual 8910.01.

1.4. ALIGNMENT OF CYBERSPACE WORK ROLES TO CYBERSPACE WORKFORCE ELEMENTS.

For the purposes of accountability, oversight, and reporting, each cyberspace workforce position is aligned to a workforce element as defined in DoDD 8140.01. A figure representing the alignment of cyberspace work roles to cyberspace workforce elements is available on the DoD Cyber Exchange site at: https://cyber.mil/cw/dcwf/. The figure will be reviewed at least annually and updated, as needed, under the authority of the Cyberspace Workforce Management Board (CWMB).
SECTION 2: RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1. DOD CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (DOD CIO).

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., and in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, the DoD CIO:

a. Collaborates with the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness (USD(P&R)), Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security (USD(I&S)), Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (USD(A&S)), Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USD(R&E)), the DoD Principal Cyber Advisor (PCA), and OSD and DoD Component heads to provide recommendations to the CWMB for approval regarding the development of DoD cyberspace workforce metrics to support DoD cyberspace workforce management and the requirements of DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, Volume 1 of DoD Manual 8910.01, and this issuance.

b. Oversees work role qualification requirement, development, and management for information technology (IT), cybersecurity, and cyberspace enabler workforce elements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

c. Integrates the requirements of the DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance into the management policies, procedures, and requirements of the IT, cybersecurity, and cyberspace enabler workforce elements.

d. Coordinates:

(1) Changes and updates to this issuance to maintain a relevant and effective cyberspace workforce qualification program.

(2) The implementation and sustainment requirements of this issuance to include tools and resources (e.g., websites, data resources and integration) as directed by the CWMB.

(3) The collection and analysis of qualification data for the IT, cybersecurity, and cyberspace enabler workforces to fulfill internal and external reporting requirements in accordance with DoDI 8140.02.

e. Establishes, under the authority of the CWMB, an approval process for updates to cyberspace workforce qualification standards, including the addition or deletion of approved qualifications.

2.2. USD(P&R).

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., the USD(P&R):

a. Provides oversight and prescribes human resources guidance and supplemental products for implementing this issuance across DoD human resource offices.
b. Develops recommendations regarding the development and management of training and education qualification requirements to the CWMB for approval in accordance with DoDD 8140.01 and DoDI 8140.02.

c. Identifies authoritative manpower and personnel systems for the enterprise capture of data elements on DoD civilian employees and Service members, including contractors, required by Section 5 of this issuance.

d. Integrates cyberspace data elements into existing authoritative manpower and personnel systems in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

e. Allocates resources for timely and continuous updates to personnel systems to support implementation of this issuance.

2.3. USD(I&S).

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., the USD(I&S):

a. Oversees the development and management of intelligence (cyberspace) workforce element work roles.

b. Integrates the requirements of DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance into the management policies, procedures, and requirements of the intelligence (cyberspace) workforce element work roles.

c. Coordinates the collection and analysis of qualification data for the intelligence (cyberspace) workforce element to fulfill internal and external reporting requirements.

2.4. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR HOMELAND DEFENSE AND HEMISPHERIC AFFAIRS.

Under the authority, direction, and control of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, and in addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Hemispheric Affairs, in their role as the Principal Cyber Advisor:

a. Collaborates with the CJCS to:

(1) Provide recommendations to the CWMB for approval regarding the development and management of cyberspace effects work role qualification requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

(2) Integrate the requirements of DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance into the management policies, procedures, and requirements of the cyberspace effects workforce.

(3) Coordinate the collection and analysis of qualification data for the cyberspace effects workforce to fulfill internal and external reporting requirements.
b. Collaborates with DoD Component heads to support development of an integrated picture of the DoD cyberspace workforce.

2.5. OSD AND DOD COMPONENT HEADS.

The OSD and DoD Component heads collaborate with the DoD CIO, USD(P&R), USD(A&S), USD(R&E), USD(I&S), and the PCA to:

a. Provide recommendations to the CWMB for approval regarding the:

   (1) Development and implementation of policies, procedures, and processes required to manage and guarantee compliance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

   (2) Identification, coding, tracking, and reporting processes of their Component’s DoD civilian employees and Service members and, as applicable, contractors and foreign nationals.

   (3) Development of:

      (a) Policies and procedures to manage DoD cyberspace workforce identification, tracking, data collection, and reporting requirements.

      (b) DoD cyberspace workforce metrics to support DoD cyberspace workforce management and the requirements of DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

b. Oversee the maintenance of authoritative manpower and personnel system capabilities aligned to the DCWF in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

c. Direct completion of component cyberspace workforce data collection and reporting requirements established in DoDI 8140.02, and Section 5 of this issuance.

d. Allocate resources for implementing and sustaining the cyberspace workforce qualification and management program as part of the Defense Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution process.

e. Provide recommendations for updating or editing qualification requirements for each cyberspace work role through the CWMB in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, the CWMB Charter, and Paragraph 4.4 of this issuance.

f. Identify the office(s) of primary responsibility responsible within each Component that implements the DoD cyberspace workforce management and qualification program.

g. Report on implementation status information through the CWMB.

h. Upon the effective date of this issuance, incorporate the qualification requirements herein into new contract awards and modifications.

i. Plan for and incrementally complete the implementation requirements stated in Paragraph 4.3(a).
2.6. SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS AND THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD.

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., the Secretaries of the Military Departments and the Commandant of the United States Coast Guard:

a. Provide recommendations to the CWMB for approval regarding the development and update of military training courses to provide qualification options as described in Section 3 of this issuance.

b. Require unit based reporting of cyberspace workforce readiness status in the Defense Readiness Reporting System in accordance with DoDD 7730.65.

2.7. CJCS.

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5., the CJCS:

a. Facilitates joint force development consistent with the overall responsibility of the CJCS to integrate cyberspace capabilities.

b. Coordinates with the DoD CIO, USD(P&R), USD(A&S), USD(R&E), USD(I&S), the PCA, and the OSD and DoD Components heads on qualification requirements for cyberspace work roles, as appropriate.

c. Collaborates with the PCA to:

   (1) Provide recommendations to the CWMB for approval regarding the development and management of cyberspace effects work role qualification requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance.

   (2) Integrate the requirements of DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and this issuance into the management policies, procedures, and requirements of the cyberspace effects workforce.

   (3) Coordinate the collection and analysis of qualification data for the cyberspace effects workforce to fulfill internal and external reporting requirements.

2.8. COMMANDER, UNITED STATES CYBER COMMAND.

In addition to the responsibilities in Paragraph 2.5, the Commander, United States Cyber Command:

a. Coordinates with the DoD CIO, USD(P&R), USD(A&S), USD(R&E), USD(I&S), the PCA, and the OSD and DoD Components heads on qualification requirements for cyberspace work roles, as appropriate.

b. Establishes additional training and certification requirements for Cyberspace Operations Forces personnel to ensure combat readiness.
SECTION 3: CYBERSPACE WORKFORCE STRUCTURE AND QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

3.1. CYBERSPACE WORKFORCE STRUCTURE.

a. The DoD cyberspace workforce structure is based on work roles outlined in the DCWF. The DCWF includes work performed by the entire cyberspace workforce, to include personnel who build, secure, operate, defend, and protect DoD and U.S. cyberspace resources, conduct related intelligence activities, enable future operations, and project power in and through cyberspace in accordance with DoDD 8140.01.

b. This structure includes:

   (1) DoD civilian employees and Service members assigned to positions requiring the performance of cyberspace work and coded to the DCWF with a primary and, as required, additional work role code or work role codes (up to 3 work role codes), in accordance with DoDI 8140.02.

   (2) Contracted support personnel whose performance work statement requires the performance of cyberspace work. The work required should be identified by DCWF work role and proficiency level for primary and additional work roles (up to 3 work role codes) as applicable.

c. This structure differs significantly from previous workforce structures. It covers the full spectrum of cyberspace work and is based on work roles for greater specificity in identifying and qualifying the cyberspace workforce.

d. Each cyberspace work role will include an associated qualification matrix. The qualification matrix will identify the relevant options available to achieve qualification as described in this section and illustrated in Figure 1. Additional information regarding the location and management of these matrices can be found on the DoD Cyber Exchange site at: https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/qualifications-matrices/.
3.2. DOD CYBERSPACE WORKFORCE QUALIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

a. Program Overview.

(1) The DoD Cyberspace Workforce Qualification and Management Program establishes enterprise baseline requirements by work role according to proficiency level to enhance cyberspace mission readiness across the DoD. The Program outlines qualification standards and requirements for each work role.

(a) These standards and requirements do not replace, but are used in conjunction with, OPM Qualification Standards.

(b) All training that meets the requirements of the DoD Cyberspace Operations Forces will be accepted as meeting the qualification standards and requirements of this program.

(2) The program is designed to develop a cyberspace workforce with a common understanding of the concepts, principles, and applications of cyberspace functions to enhance interoperability across organizations and mission sets. Cybersecurity knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) must be integrated into the qualification requirements of all cyberspace work roles regardless of workforce element alignment.
(3) Specifically, the program consists of the foundational qualification areas, residential qualification areas, and continuous professional development (CPD) outlined in Figure 1. To achieve qualification, personnel assigned to positions coded to the DCWF must meet both the foundational and resident qualification requirements outlined for each work role at the assigned proficiency levels.

(4) The program allows for options within the foundational qualification area at each proficiency level. This allows for flexibility in implementation and workforce management. To be considered, personnel must:

(a) Complete any one of the three foundational qualification options to satisfy the foundational portion of qualification.

(b) Demonstrate experience as an alternative to foundational qualification within the limits established in Paragraph 3.2.b.

(5) A component or command may dictate more stringent requirements above the options in the program.

(a) For example, a component may require two of the three foundational qualification areas be satisfied rather than just accepting one.

(b) This example or another that meets baseline standards as defined in this issuance may be applied, but the baseline standards cannot be waived.

(6) Deviations to the enterprise model shown in Figure 1, are allowed through the authority of the CWMB in accordance with the CWMB Charter.

(7) If any one area of the foundational qualification option has not been defined, or is not available for an individual work role, there will be an option between the two remaining foundational qualification areas.

(8) If qualification requirements are only available or defined for one foundational qualification area, those requirements must be satisfied to achieve qualification.

(9) When the required conditions defined in Paragraph 3.2.b. are satisfied, experience may be accepted as an alternative to the foundational qualification requirements for the scenarios described in Paragraphs 3.2.a.(7) and 3.2.a.(8).

(10) If education, training, certification, or experience requirements are defined for a specified work role, position, or occupation in regulation, statute, or other DoD policy, the optional structure of this program does not override the other requirement. The other requirement may be accepted to satisfy the foundational requirements of this issuance if they meet the standards defined in Paragraph 3.2.b.

(11) If content is undefined or does not exist for one or more foundational qualification areas for a given work role, the office of primary responsibility (OPR) as designated in
DoDD 8140.01 should evaluate and recommend qualification requirements for the undefined areas.

(12) The on-the-job qualification area of the qualification matrix must be completed to achieve qualification.

(13) CPD requirements commence upon completion of foundational and resident qualification requirements.

b. Qualification Areas.

Qualification areas establish the parameters that specific qualification requirements must meet. They provide pre-established criteria by which qualification requirements can be identified and evaluated, thereby providing consistency in the application of qualification requirements across work roles.

(1) Foundational Qualification Areas.

(a) Education.

1. At a minimum, when the education qualification area is the option chosen to meet the qualification requirements of this issuance, a secondary education diploma or equivalent (e.g., general education development) is required for all work roles at all proficiency levels.

2. Higher education and degree discipline requirements are evaluated and enacted on a role-by-role basis. When used to satisfy the foundational portion of qualification, the degree must be conferred within the past 5 years by an institution of higher education that is accredited by a nationally-recognized accreditor, unless continuous work in the relevant discipline can be demonstrated.

3. A post-secondary degree, when used to satisfy the foundational portion of qualification, must be conferred within the past 5 years by an institution of higher education that is accredited by a nationally-recognized accreditor unless continuous work in the relevant discipline can be demonstrated. In that case, the degree may have been achieved as far back as continuous work can be verified.

   a. For these purposes, demonstration of continuous work should be considered documentation of employment covering any cyberspace work role with no more than 3 consecutive years lapse in cyberspace work.

   b. Additionally, components should determine processes to document, review, validate, and approve continuous cyberspace work. It is recommended, but not required, that OSD and DoD Components look to the Department of Homeland Security and National Security Agency Centers of Academic Excellence when using education to meet the foundational qualification requirements.
(b) Training.

1. OSD and DoD Component cyberspace workforce training for Service members, DoD civilian employees, and contractors should be approved in accordance with relevant OSD and DoD Component training standards and should include an assessment of learning outcomes.

2. Training programs, whether one course or a defined collection of courses, must cover 70 percent of core task and KSA content of the work role appropriate for the applicable proficiency level.

3. A list of acceptable training offerings and their respective applicability to work roles and proficiency levels should be documented by OSD and DoD Components and nominated to the CWMB for inclusion in the appropriate work role qualification matrix on the DoD Cyber Exchange site at: https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/qualifications-matrices/.

4. All external training offerings, whether government developed or sponsored, or commercial products, require prior CWMB approval to guarantee the requirements of this section are met.

5. Approved training, when used to satisfy the foundational portion of qualification, must be completed within the past 5 years unless continuous work in the relevant discipline can be demonstrated. In that case, the training may have been completed as far back as continuous work can be verified. For these purposes, demonstration of continuous work should be considered documentation of employment covering any cyberspace work role with no more than 3 consecutive years lapse in cyberspace work.

6. The Cyber 101 course is designed as an approved training that satisfies the foundational portion of qualification for designated work roles within the cyber enabler and intelligence (cyberspace) workforce elements. Additional information can be found with the qualification matrix information for appropriate work roles at: https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/qualifications-matrices/.

7. All training that meets the requirements of the Cyberspace Operations Forces will be accepted as meeting the qualification standards and requirements of this issuance.

(c) Personnel Certifications.

1. Personnel certifications must be accredited to the International Organization for Standards/International Electrotechnical Commission Standard 17024 in accordance with either:

   a. The National Commission for Certifying Agencies;

   b. The International Organization for Standards/International Electrotechnical Commission Standard 17011; or

   c. The American National Standards Institute.
2. To meet the requirements of this section, Quality Assurance of Certification Programs must adhere to Section 2015(c)(2) of Title 10, United States Code.

3. Personnel certifications must maintain relevancy through annual review and re-accreditation within 5 years in accordance with the National Commission for Certifying Agencies and International Organization for Standards/International Electrotechnical Commission 17024 timelines.

4. Personnel certifications are permitted from various sources (e.g., commercial, government, military, or academia and education) if they achieve national accreditation as described in Paragraph 3.2.

5. Personnel certification nominations will follow a process approved by and under the management of the CWMB.

   a. The personnel certification will be nominated to the CWMB for alignment to a specific work role(s) and proficiency level(s). Certifications approved at a higher proficiency level also apply to lower proficiency levels within the work role.

   b. If the members of the CWMB vote to proceed, the personnel certification will be forwarded for an independent third-party review to verify alignment.

   c. Results will be briefed back to the CWMB.

   d. A minimum of 70 percent alignment of certification content to core task and core KSA content of the applicable work role is required.

   e. A formal CWMB vote is required to determine acceptance or denial as a qualification option.

(2) Alternative to Foundational Qualification Options.

The experience foundational qualification option provides a mechanism to validate and document knowledge attained through actual conduct of the tasks of a work role or work roles (i.e., experience) in a DoD environment. This option mitigates the requirement to expend additional resources on DoD employees who have already been developed to perform in their current component environment, freeing up those resources for targeted benefits such as reward or reskilling programs.

   a. Experience may be accepted in lieu of a foundational qualification option only:

   1. For Federal civilian cyberspace workforce members incumbent in an IT, cybersecurity, or enabler workforce element coded position on the effective date of this issuance.

   2. In the absence of qualifying education, training, or a commercial certification mapped to the work role(s) and proficiency level(s) assigned. To enable reciprocity, members who qualify through experience as an alternative to the foundational qualification options will be
able to maintain that qualification with a move in position, so long as the transition is to a position coded with the same work role and proficiency level.

3. If the workforce member is assigned to a position within the Cyberspace Operations Forces, in accordance with Paragraph 2.8 of this issuance, additional training or certification requirements may be directed by United States Cyber Command. This training shall be documented as part of residential qualification requirements in accordance with Paragraph 3.2.b.(3).

(b) Experience is only applicable as an alternative to the foundational qualification options. Further demonstration of capability through the residential qualification process will still be required to attain full qualification.

(c) Experience assessment must:

1. Be initiated through a nomination document presented by a supervisor or a senior cyberspace workforce member qualified in the subject work role. A template of the nomination document is available at https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/documents-library/.

2. Be evaluated at the command level by a designated evaluation team. The team should include, at minimum, two of the following personnel: cyberspace workforce program manager, information systems security manager, or a technical subject matter expert.

   a. At least one member of the evaluation team must be the cyberspace workforce program manager or information systems security manager.

   b. When possible, a member of the evaluation team should be qualified in the cyber work role being evaluated.

3. Leverage evaluation criteria based on work role task and KSA content, including the 70 percent core task and KSA threshold established in the foundational qualification options. Candidates must demonstrate knowledge attained through conduct of the work role.

4. Include justification for final determination (i.e. interview or documentation type) captured in the Experience Tool. The Experience Tool is available on the DoD Cyber Exchange site at: https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/qualifications-matrices/.

5. Final sign-off authority designated by the director or commanding officer will be documented using the DoD CIO’s Specialized Cyberspace Workforce Experience certificate, available on the DoD Cyber Exchange site at: https://cyber.mil/cw/cwmp/documents-library/. This certificate must be retained in the employee’s official personnel folder, and relevant cyberspace workforce tracking databases, as practicable.

(3) Resident Qualification Areas.

(a) To meet the requirements of this section, the on-the-job qualification requirements:
1. Must cover all pertinent task and KSA content of the applicable work role.

2. Include a formal period of supervised engagement for individuals, when applicable, in their designated work role and proficiency level before the individual can qualify for unsupervised work. Supervised engagement will be:
   
a. Direct in nature and in an organizational context at OSD and DoD Component discretion.

   b. Uniform, structured, and documented.

   c. At an appropriate length for the work role, proficiency level, and context.

3. Must be maintained and documented by the OSD and DoD Component.

4. May use performance-based assessments that utilize relevant, simulated environments to assess capability so long as they meet all pertinent task and KSA content.

(b) To meet the requirements of this issuance, environment-specific requirements:

1. May require training or certificates to perform a work role based on a specific operating system or environment.

2. Are at OSD and DoD Component discretion based on available tools, operating systems, and standard operating procedures.

3. Should be documented and available for reporting as required.

(4) Continuous Professional Development.

(a) To meet the requirements of this issuance, CPD:

1. Commences in the fiscal year after the employee has completed both foundational and resident qualification requirements.

2. Requires that individuals engage in a minimum of 20 hours per year of CPD or education activities to maintain and enhance competence.

   a. The periodicity for reporting and completion of hours will be determined by the annual reporting cycle to be established by the CWMB in accordance with Paragraph 5.2.

   b. CPD requirements remain in effect in the absence of a personnel certification, but will not excuse any continuing education requirements tied to a personnel certification.

   c. Any credits achieved towards the continuing education requirement to maintain a personnel certification for the cyber work role will count towards the CPD requirement, whether or not the personnel certification meets the requirements of Paragraph 3.2.b.(1)(c).
(b) May be achieved through a variety of relevant activities including, but not limited to:

1. Completion of coursework or training;
2. Attendance at subject matter meetings, seminars, colloquia, and workshops;
3. Documented membership in professional or technical societies;
4. Cyber ranges or other related cyber exercises or virtual labs;
5. Participation in webcasts, web-based seminars, or video-link seminars;
6. OSD and DoD Component or certification body authorized mentoring activities, self-study, or e-learning;
7. Passing related professional examinations;
8. Publication of a paper, article, or book.

3.3. PROFICIENCY LEVELS.

a. The DoD Cyberspace Workforce Qualification and Management Program details qualification requirements for each DCWF work role up to three levels of proficiency. The proficiency levels:

   (1) Describe the levels of a capability required to successfully perform work. This issuance does not require any connection between proficiency level and the rank or grade of the individual.

   (2) Define performance expectations and include the following:

      (a) Basic.

      The role requires an individual to:

      1. Have familiarity with basic concepts and processes and the ability to apply these with frequent, specific guidance.

      2. Be able to perform successfully in routine, structured situations.

      (b) Intermediate.

      The role requires an individual to:

      1. Have extensive knowledge of basic concepts and processes and experience applying these with only periodic high-level guidance.
2. Be able to perform successfully in non-routine and sometimes complicated situations.

(c) **Advanced.**

The role requires an individual to:

1. Have an in-depth understanding of advanced concepts and processes and experience applying these with little to no guidance.

2. Be able to provide guidance to others.

3. Be able to perform successfully in complex, unstructured situations.

b. A position may require the performance of multiple work roles at different levels of proficiency. In such cases, individuals must be qualified at the levels dictated by the requirements of the position.
SECTION 4: QUALIFICATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

4.1. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES.

The Qualification Program shall:

a. Use the DCWF, along with other appropriate references, to develop a DoD cyberspace workforce with a common understanding of cyberspace concepts, principles, and applications.

b. Require that DoD personnel filling cyberspace workforce positions are qualified to perform these duties and operate in coordination with warfighters, business, and mission system owners.

c. Review and update KSAs of the DoD cyberspace workforce on a continuous basis.

d. Implement a cyberspace workforce development and sustainment process comprised of foundational (i.e., education, training, personnel certification, or experience qualification alternative); resident (i.e., on-the-job qualification and discretionary component environment specific requirements); and CPD requirements.

e. Document foundational areas to support consistency and reciprocity across the DoD. OSD and DoD Components will manage the development and implementation of qualification requirements in the resident and CPD areas outlined in Figure 1.

4.2. PROCEDURES.

a. DoD civilian employees and Service members:

(1) May temporarily perform cyberspace workforce position duties while obtaining qualification requirements under the direct observation/supervision of an appropriately qualified individual, unless the qualification requirement is waived by an OSD or DoD Component head or a delegated authority due to severe operational or personnel constraints. If such observation is not feasible, and the qualification requirement is not waived due to severe operational or personnel constraints, then the individual must be reassigned to other duties consistent with applicable law.

(2) Are considered qualified after achieving both the foundational and resident qualification requirements outlined in Section 3. DoD civilian employees and Service members must achieve:

   (a) The foundational qualification requirements within 9 months of assignment to a cyberspace work role in accordance with DoDI 8140.02.

   (b) The resident qualification requirements within 12 months of assignment to a cyberspace work role in accordance with DoDI 8140.02.
(3) Who are assigned to a cyberspace work role must be removed from duties associated with the work role if:

(a) They fail to achieve qualification for that cyberspace work role within stated timelines.

(b) The qualification requirements are not waived by the OSD or DoD Component head or a delegated authority.

b. Contracted support personnel must meet foundational qualification requirements upon commencement of cyberspace work in accordance with Paragraph 3.2. Contractors are not required to meet resident qualification requirements, unless the OSD or DoD Component requires it and the contract includes language to indicate this requirement and how it will be achieved.

c. OSD and DoD Component heads, or a delegated authority, may waive the qualification requirements for DoD civilian employees and Service members only under severe operational or personnel constraints.

(1) OSD and DoD Component heads:

(a) May delegate waiver authority, as appropriate, while retaining oversight of subordinate use of waiver authority.

(b) Will document, in a memorandum for the record, the justification for any granted waiver and the final plan to rectify the constraint.

(2) Waivers must include an expiration date, not to extend beyond 6 months, except in an emergency situation during a deployment to a combat environment. In this event, DoD civilian employees and Service members will make every attempt to achieve qualification without sacrifice to the mission requiring deployment. The 6-month waiver timeline will commence upon return from deployment, and the dates must be updated in all waiver documentation.

(3) Consecutive waivers for DoD civilian employees and Service members are not authorized. Waivers must be a management review item in accordance with DoDI 8500.01.

d. OSD and DoD Components must track cyberspace workforce qualifications against positions with cyberspace work role requirements in accordance with DoDI 8140.02 and this issuance.

(1) OSD and DoD civilian employees and Service members assigned to positions identified as requiring the performance of more than one cyberspace work role must achieve qualification requirements for each cyberspace work role, unless an OSD or DoD Component head or a designated authority issues a waiver.

(2) Proficiency levels may vary among cyberspace work roles.
4.3. IMPLEMENTATION.

This subsection identifies timelines for implementing this issuance across the five cyberspace workforce elements: cyberspace IT, cybersecurity, cyberspace effects, intelligence (cyberspace), and cyberspace enablers. Implementation requires in-depth planning across organizational boundaries within and across OSD and DoD Components. Standardizing skill sets will support joint assignments, reciprocity, career development, and interoperability.

a. General Requirements.

The OSD and DoD Components must:

(1) Plan for and incrementally complete these requirements:

(a) Within 2 years of the effective date of this issuance, all DoD civilian employees and Service members in cyberspace work roles under the cybersecurity workforce element must be qualified in accordance with this issuance.

(b) Within 3 years of the effective date of this issuance, all DoD civilian employees and Service members in work roles under the cyberspace IT, cyberspace effects, intelligence (cyberspace), and cyberspace enabler workforce elements must be qualified in accordance with this issuance. Thereafter, all incumbents and new hires must be trained, certified, and recertified in accordance with this issuance.

(c) OSD and DoD Components will have developed and implemented a component level program and applied a risk prioritization ensuring highest risk work roles or workforce categories are fully compliant with requirements and maintain qualification.

(d) Contractors must be qualified in accordance with this issuance at the commencement of work.

(2) Provide representation to the CWMB and Cyberspace Workforce Advisory Group as appropriate to share best practices and lessons learned from implementation activities.

b. Specific Requirements.

The DoD adopted a phased implementation timeline for this issuance to allow for accurate identification and planning of qualification requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, and DoDI 8140.02.

(1) The transition to a cyberspace workforce, as indicated in this section, will include a change in reporting requirements, while enabling the DoD to meet statutory reporting requirements of DoDI 8140.02, Volumes 1-4 of DoDI 1442.02, and Public Law 113-283.

(2) Within 12 months of the effective date of this issuance, the OSD and DoD Components must:
(a) Identify all positions designated as cyberspace workforce positions in accordance with DoDI 8140.02 and Volumes 1-4 of DoDI 1442.02.

(b) Analyze all cyberspace workforce positions to ensure a proficiency level is assigned in accordance with DoDI 8140.02.

(c) Provide data on incumbent cyberspace workforce positions to the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) in accordance with DoDIs 8140.02, 1336.05, 7730.54, 7730.64, and Volumes 1-4 of DoDI 1444.02. DMDC will routinely capture and format the data to support the DoD’s cyberspace workforce management requirements. If an OSD and DoD Component uses an authoritative manpower and personnel system that does not exchange data with DMDC systems, the OSD and DoD Component will develop the necessary data fields to track cyberspace workforce requirements.

(d) Annually review all encumbered personnel in the personnel systems and validate their billet matches to the manpower system. Review this match annually at a minimum.

(e) Appropriately resource for cyberspace qualification requirements and workforce management requirements of DoD civilian employees and Service members. The budget plan must:

1. Implement general and specific requirements in accordance with this issuance.

2. Require authoritative manpower and personnel systems are upgraded to support cyberspace workforce management requirements as appropriate.


4.4. GOVERNANCE.

The CWMB:

a. Is the decision body for DoD cyberspace workforce matters, as stated in its charter. As such, the CWMB designs and oversees the adjudication process for cyberspace work role and position determinations related to the program.

b. Reviews issues, identifies standards and requirements, and makes decisions, for execution and implementation by OSD and DoD Components, to guarantee the requirements of DoDD 8140.01 and DoDI 8140.02 are met.

c. Approves qualification requirements, to include DCWF requirements, for the DoD cyberspace workforce as described in Section 3.

d. Establishes and oversees the approval process for the modifications to DoD cyberspace workforce qualifications.
e. Approves updates and changes to qualification requirements for all DCWF work roles, according to the established update process for cyberspace qualification standards.

f. Coordinates with appropriate forums (e.g., Cyberspace Training Advisory Council, General Intelligence Training Advisory Committee - Cyber) on qualification matters related to training.

g. Monitors the qualification standards and requirements to provide recommendations for implementation, direct analysis, and recommends updates, as appropriate.

h. Determines cyberspace workforce qualification data collection, analysis, and reporting standards according to DoDI 8140.02 and this issuance.

i. Guarantees compliance with qualification requirements developed as described in this issuance.

4.5. COMPLIANCE.

a. Cyberspace Workforce Compliance Responsibilities.

(1) Cyberspace is a warfighting domain that requires a knowledgeable and capable cyberspace workforce to meet rapidly evolving missions. The requirements of this issuance apply to DoD civilian employees and Service members, contractors, and foreign and local nationals.

(2) This issuance implements processes and procedures necessary to standardize and improve cyberspace workforce skills to enhance mission readiness.

(3) Compliance guarantees the readiness and standardization of the civilian, military, and contractor cyberspace workforce.

b. Cyberspace Workforce Compliance Reviews.

(1) Cyberspace workforce compliance reviews are designed to capture key information regarding the implementation of this issuance. Specifically, the reviews:

(a) Monitor cyberspace workforce qualification program implementation progress.

(b) Verify cyberspace workforce qualification documentation and initiatives.

(c) Validate authoritative manpower and personnel systems’ collection of appropriate workforce data.

(d) Confirm individual cyberspace workforce qualification and CPD plans are being utilized.

(e) Review cyberspace workforce training and plans and associated training budget.
(f) Confirm the cyberspace workforce data reported is valid.

(2) Cyberspace workforce compliance reviews focus on two core areas:

   (a) Cyberspace workforce management.

   (b) Cyberspace workforce qualification.

(3) Compliance reviews may be conducted by the following OSD and DoD Components:

   (a) Inspector General of the Department of Defense.

   (b) Defense Information System Agency or Command Cyber Readiness Inspection teams.

   (c) United States Cyber Command-directed Command Cyber Operational Readiness Inspection teams.
SECTION 5: CYBERSPACE PERSONNEL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1. INTRODUCTION.

a. OSD and DoD Components must:

   (1) Have knowledge of their cyberspace workforce position requirements; the workforce that fills these positions and their qualifications; and where these cyberspace assets are employed.

   (2) Provide qualified and ready personnel when and where needed to manage the DoD cyberspace workforce effectively and efficiently.

   (3) Use, to the extent possible, existing authoritative manpower and personnel systems and tools to satisfy these reporting and workforce management metrics requirements.

   (4) Collect cyberspace workforce metrics at a periodicity determined by the CWMB or higher authority. The workforce metrics outlined in Paragraph 5.2 support the CWMB in current and future management of cyberspace workforce resources.

b. Cyberspace workforce metrics will be compiled in an annual report to coincide with the fiscal year.

   (1) The Cyberspace Workforce Annual Report consolidates qualification and workforce management reporting requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, this issuance, and DoDI 8510.01.

   (2) The CWMB may request additional data outside of the annual report to assess program implementation or satisfy internal or external reporting requirements.

5.2. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

a. The CWMB coordinates the DoD Cyberspace Workforce Qualification and Management Program requirements, and guarantees that collected information supports the validation of DoD cyberspace workforce readiness. Each DoD Component must provide the DMDC with individual and position level data described in this section. This data will be used to generate the DoD Cyberspace Workforce Annual Report to support statutory and cyberspace workforce management requirements.

b. All OSD and DoD Components are required to submit data on the status of their cyberspace workforce for inclusion in the DoD Cyberspace Workforce Annual Report.

c. The CWMB will coordinate reviews of cyberspace workforce reports associated with the implementation and maintenance of the DoD qualification requirements of this issuance. In accordance with DoDD 8140.01:
(1) The DoD CIO will serve as the OPR on IT, cybersecurity, and cyberspace enabler workforce element qualification data.

(2) The PCA will serve as the OPR for cyberspace effects workforce element qualification data.

(3) The USD(I&S) will serve as the OPR for work roles and associated qualification standards for the intelligence elements of the cyberspace enabler workforce.

d. To support DoD cyberspace workforce reporting requirements, the CWMB will combine metrics from the OSD and DoD Components to assemble a consolidated DoD Cyberspace Workforce Annual Report and status. The report will include OSD and DoD Component comments regarding cyberspace workforce lessons learned, issues from the previous calendar year, and plans for the next calendar year. The report will also provide statistics for personnel performing cyberspace functions as a primary or additional duty, broken down by cyberspace work role and proficiency level.

e. Each OSD and DoD Component must guarantee that its authoritative manpower and personnel systems are properly configured, in accordance with DoDI 7730.54, 8510.01, and Volume 1 of DoDI 1444.02, to capture the data in Paragraph 5.2.g. of this issuance. To implement DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, and meet statutory reporting requirements, DoD Components are required to provide excerpts of the data elements in Paragraph 5.2.g. from authoritative manpower and personnel systems. These can be shared in a manual fashion (i.e., the sending of physical spreadsheets) or via automated interface.

f. DoD Components will provide updates no less frequently than annually to assist the DoD in managing the health, welfare, and maturity of the cyberspace workforce.

g. The required data elements for manpower data and personnel data should correspond to individual positions:

(1) **Manpower (Position or Billet) Data.**

Information about the cyberspace workforce position or billet.

(a) Position or Billet Identification Number or Unique ID.

(b) DCWF Work Role Code-Primary and associated proficiency level.

(c) DCWF Work Role Code-Additional 1 and associated proficiency level.

(d) DCWF Work Role Code-Additional 2 and associated proficiency level.

(e) Position requires designation as an IT Privileged User - Yes or No.

(f) Organization that reserves position or billet.
(2) Personnel Data.

Information about the person performing cyber work in the specified position or billet.

(a) Organization that employs person filling position or billet.

(b) Unique personnel identifier (e.g. EDI/PI).

(c) Position or Billet Identification Number or Unique ID of position held.

(d) DCWF Work Role Code and proficiency level of Position or Billet Held- Primary.

(e) DCWF Work Role Code and proficiency level of Position Held- Additional 1.

(f) DCWF Work Role Code and proficiency level of Position Held- Additional 2.

(g) IT Privileged User Designation Requirement Met- Yes or No.
Glossary

G.1. Acronyms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CJCS</td>
<td>Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD</td>
<td>continuous professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWMB</td>
<td>Cyberspace Workforce Management Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCWF</td>
<td>DoD Cyberspace Workforce Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMDC</td>
<td>Defense Manpower Data Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD CIO</td>
<td>Department of Defense Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoDD</td>
<td>DoD directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoDI</td>
<td>DoD instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSA</td>
<td>knowledge, skills, and abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>Office of Personnel Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>office of primary responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD(A&amp;S)</td>
<td>Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD(I&amp;S)</td>
<td>Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD(P&amp;R)</td>
<td>Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD(R&amp;E)</td>
<td>Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G.2. Definitions.

Unless otherwise noted, these terms and their definitions are for the purpose of this issuance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>certification</td>
<td>Defined in the August 13, 2008 OPM Memorandum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberspace Operations Forces</td>
<td>Five operational groups specifically categorized as the DoD Cyberspace Operations Forces, including cyber mission forces, United States Cyber Command subordinate command elements, DoD Component network operations centers and cyber security service providers, special capability providers, and specially designated units.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cybersecurity workforce Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
cybersecurity Defined in Committee on National Security Systems Instruction No. 4009.
cyberspace effects Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
cyberspace enabler Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
cyberspace workforce Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
cyberspace Defined in the DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms.
CWMB Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
Defense Readiness Reporting System Defined in DoDD 7730.65.
DoD Cyberspace Workforce Annual Report Consolidates qualification and workforce management reporting requirements in accordance with DoDD 8140.01, DoDI 8140.02, this issuance, Section 301 note of Title 5, United States Code (also known and referred to as “the Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Assessment Act of 2015”), and DoDI 8510.01.
DCWF Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
Federal Wage System Qualifications Defined in https://www.opm.gov/
information system Defined in Committee on National Security Systems Instruction No. 4009.
intelligence workforce (cyberspace) Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
IT Defined in the DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms and Committee on National Security Systems Instruction No. 4009.
IT workforce Defined in DoDD 8140.01.
readiness and standardization The qualification baseline that all cyberspace workforce members will attain, according to their assigned work role.
The American National Standards Institute

Defined at https://www.ansi.org/
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